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Cooperation agreement between
the ASE and the TSEC
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In the presence of Dr. Bassam Saket,
Chairman of the JSC, and the Greek
ambassador to Jordan, a cooperation
agreement was singed last Thursday 23rd
of October, 2003 between the ASE and
Thessaloniki Stock Exchange Center
(TSEC), with Mr. Mohammed Saleh
Horani, Chairman, signing on behalf of
the ASE and Mr. Vasilios Margaris, the
general manager of TSEC signing on the
latter’s behalf. The signing ceremony was
also attended by the JSC vice-chairman,
members of the Board of Commissioners,
as well as the SDC chairman and CEO.
Under the Agreement, the ASE shall
benefit from a program organized by the
TSEC entitled “The role of capital
markets in supporting the economy of
emerging economies”, which is a
program sponsored by the Greek foreign
ministry and executed by TSEC. Mr. Jalil
Tarif, executive manager of the ASE,
stated that the signing of said Agreement
falls within the Exchange’s keen interest
in boosting cooperation with regional and
international institutions to the advantage
of the ASE and the Jordanian capital
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market, and that under the Agreement the
TSEC shall prepare a comprehensive
study of the legal framework and
exchange operations and shall hold
training courses at the ASE for the
workers at capital market institutions,
brokerage firms, banks, listed companies
and investors to introduce them to the
Greek
capital
market
and
its
developments. He went on to say that
TSEC also plans to hold training
programs for the participants in the
Jordanian capital market in Greece to
acquaint them with the operations of
stock exchanges and brokerage firms in
Greece and their experience in capital
markets. It is to be noted that Athens
Stock Exchange is a well developed
capital market with the total market
capitalization of the 350 listed companies
amounting to $85 billion. It is also one of
the oldest European exchanges, where it
was established in 1878.
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The ASE joins the IOSCO as an
affiliate member
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The ASE was accepted as an affiliate member
to the International Organization of Securities
Commissions (IOSCO) at their annual meeting
held in October 2003 at Seoul, South Korea.
Mr. Mohammed Saleh Horani, Chairman of
the ASE, represented the ASE at the meeting.
Panels were held on the sidelines about rules
and regulations that govern disclosure,
corporate governance and rating agencies. The
IOSCO is based in Madrid, Spain and has 107
ordinary members, 64 affiliate members and
10 associate members. It deals with all issues
related to the securities’ industry, particularly
laws and regulations governing issuance and
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dealing, and seeks through cooperation to draft
standards for raising capital market efficiency,
exchange of information and expertise to
develop financial markets, and consolidating
efforts to create effective supervision and
enhance the independence of securities
markets. Joining this organization enables
members to take advantage of the latest
legislative developments in the securities
industry as well as to take part in making such
legislation.
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The ASE takes part in Jordan Business
Forum
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His Royal Highness Prince Faysal Ben AlHussein inaugurated the Jordan Business
Forum organized by Al-Iktissad Wa- Al-Amal
Group. Mr. Ali Abu Ragheb, Jordan’s prime
minister and Mr. Rafiq Hariri, the Lebanese
premier, Mr. Raoof Abu Zaki, the head of the
Group, some 700 business and financial
experts from 28 countries as well as several
Jordanian and Arab ministers were present at
the event. Over two days, participants debated
several working documents on the future
prospects of the Jordanian economy, trade and
investment opportunities in infrastructure and
industry, as well as investment potential in IT
and tourism. On the second day, discussions
turned to investments in the financial and
banking sectors, available opportunities, and
the role of special zones and free industrial
zones. In this respect, Mr. Jalil Tarif the
executive manager of the ASE made a
presentation, noting that the JSC aims at
regulating and supervising securities issuance
and dealings, monitoring the operations and
activities of bodies that fall within its
supervision, and monitoring the disclosure of
information related to securities and issuers.
He said that electronic trading at the ASE
provides a state-of-the-art technology that
3
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tallies with international developments,
assures transparency of trading operations and
smooth and fair execution of orders, facilitates
monitoring over trading operations and
disseminates on line information. He noted
that the ASE has finalized putting into
operation the MIS, which assures the
production of reports and bulletins in the
swiftest manner possible. The technological
advancement that the ASE has always aspired
to keep had a clear and resounding effect on
the development of the capital market, which
attracted foreign investment and bolstered
trust among those concerned with the capital
market. That requires mobilization of skills
and training of human resources, things that
the ASE has succeeded in implementing via
the market efficiency concept.
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International Monetary Fund (IMF)
delegation visits the ASE
Mr. Jalil Tarif, the Executive Manager of
the ASE received an IMF delegation who
visit Jordan, Mr. Tarif briefed the
delegation, on the structural changes of the
capital market in general and the technical
developments of the ASE in particular.
The delegation expressed its appreciation
of said achievements while Mr. Tarif
responded to their queries.
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The ASE participated at ajex 2003
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The ASE participated in the second annual
meeting of AJEX which was held in
Amman in October, with more than 800
participants from all over the world,
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representing Jordanian and US business
men, service providers and investors. The
conference focused on Jordanian trade
relations with adjacent countries and the
important economic role Jordan plays in
the region. Mr. Jalil Tarif the executive
manager of the ASE gave a presentation
on the most important developments on the
ASE and its outstanding performance in
recent years.
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ASE Resolution

The Executive Manager has decided the
following:
- List the 5 million shares capital increase
of Mediterranean Investment Company,
which
emanated
from
private
th
subscription, as of October 28 , 2003.
The company’s paid in capital reached
JD 45 million.
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- Suspend the trading of the shares of
Jordan Inv Tourism Transport/ALFA
Company as of October 16, 2003 until
capital decreasing procedures are
finalized. The company will decreage its
capital from JD10 million to JD
7.5million.
- Trading on the 1.5 million share capital
increase of Amman For Developmnt &
Investment Company on the Third
Market, the company’s paid in capital
reached JD 7 million, as of October 16th,
2003.
- Resume trading on the shares of The
Arab Potash Company as of October 19,
2003, after the selling of (21,662,550) of
its shares by the Jordan investment
corporation to Sascatchewan Potash
Corporation.
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Privatization
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As part of the privatization program
pursued by the government, 50% of the
government’s shares in the Arab Potash
Company equivalent to 21662550 shares
were sold to a strategic partner on
Thursday 16th of October, for a total value
of JD123 million. This is considered as the
largest deal in the history of the ASE in
terms of size and number of shares. The
government’s execution of such a deal
through the ASE testifies to the important
role that the ASE plays in privatization in
particular and the national economy in
general. The government has adopted the
privatization program in 1998 as part of the
overall economic reform program, and it
has sold all its company shares through the
ASE. The government ownership in public
share holding companies at the ASE
declined to 7.6% of market capitalization.
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SDC Disclosure Instructions issued

!ª/~Ic}!א/<%TPQ!ST=!#%1/6!א7)א8c!א#$%&!Dm*GA!'Ti!HIא8

The Board of Commissioners of the JSC has
approved the Instructions on Disclosure of
Information, Data and Records of the
Securities Depository Center for the year
2003. The Instructions dealt with data and
information that are confidential in nature and
should not be unveiled subject to liability.
They also determined the parties authorized to
have access to confidential information and
date. They also laid out information and data
that can be disclosed or published and made
known to the public, and the rights of each
SDC member to have access to his/her own
part of information, as well as the rights of the
owner of securities. They have entered into
effect as of the 5th of October, 2003.

!7)א8c!אqא5:! אX.?v!#>/J‚}!א¹01א8!}/E/%a1א8!}/A*TP6!אb=
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Performance Indicators’ASE! !!!!!!!
%
Change

)8888*+%9&!אm!;<אcאE8lb8K
W%VD;

W-!אCDEF3

September

October

Trading Value (JD million)

6.1

233.6

247.9

Avg. Daily Trading Value (m)

1.8

11.1

11.3

()/s:g!;*%TA) •8א541!אw¹^
(;*%TA)•8א541!אw¹d!DA*%1•!א5P6א

No. of Traded Shares (m)

-16.3

117.2

98.1

(;*%TA)!w•W9!אg5=

No. of Contracts (thousand)

-31.4

92.0

63.1

(†19/3)!g*@P1!אg5=

No. of Bonds Traded (th)

247.4

1.9

6.6

(†19/3)!#18א546א}!א5s01!אg5=

Value of Bonds Traded (JD m)

-96

2.5

0.1

Market Capitalization (JD m)

-2.2

6995.6

6839.1

'n/n(;!+'2(;!J!o'p'5q!אEBMS!אEF2&!אc'MEF&!!!!א

!

Lowest Ten Performers !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Company’s
Name

٪

7‚¶‹א

#.?\1!אwWא

!

Closing

Jordan Paper &
Cardboard Factories

16.0

1.26

Woolen Industries

15.9

0.53

#%I*~1}!א/=/s~1א

Arab Chemical
Detergents Industries

15.4

11.0

!#:8/<%‘1}!א/Gys6!אUE/~A

Jordan Central

14.5

0.65

#:X.?6!א#%Eg)9א

14.3

0.96

!#%=)אX1!א#:)/¹41!א#%=/s~1

12.3

0.64

D^/%01@„!אsT1!n[אa1א

11.7

1.06

International For
Medical Investment

10.9

0.49

National Textile &
Plastic

8.8

0.31

United Middle East &
Commodore Hotels

7.8

0.59

The Industrial
Commercial &
Agricultural
Petra Tourist.
Transportation
Arab Union
International
Insurance

'n/n(;!+'2(;!J!o'0'53+!אEBMS!אEF2&!אc'MEF&א

!D1851!אD3?P1!אg/«cא
YA…4T1

!!})א/<—4W‚1!#%1851א
#%a˜1א

!}/=/s~T1!#%s‡*1א

#%‘%4W‚a1א8!#%¹%0s1א
!ÃW89!א7?\1!א7g/sI
f5‰46)!א8g*A*‘1א8
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Top Ten Performers!!!!!!!!

٪

7‚¶‹א

"

Closing

Jordan New Cable

31.3

2.98

#—:5d‚}!א3/‘1א

Jordan Intr Insur Co

26.1

1.69

YA…4¬T1!#%1851;!אg)9א

Advanced
Pharmaceutical
Industries

22.0

1.94

United Insurance

21.4

1.7

YA…4T1!f5‰46א

Unified Co. For Org.
Land Trans

14.8

1.47

t{1@„!אsT1!f5^*6א

Real Estate
Development

14.5

0.95

})א/@P1?!א:*˜Q

Jordan Ceramic
Industries

12.9

2.18

#%Eg)9!אŽXJ!אUE/~A

Societe Generale Le
Jordanie

12.9

1.14

!•?אsj!x4%W*W!Vs3

Jordan Investment &
Finance Bank

12.6

1.25

Alsharq Alarabi
Insurance

11.7

1.43

Company’s
Name

;*Q?‘1א8!7)*1!אUE/~A

( ;*%TA)!#18א546א}!א5s01!א#<%R
(;*%TA)!#%R*01!א#<%@1א

#.?\1!אwWא

!#%(א851}!א/=/s~1א
f)*˜46א

!)/<—4W‚1!DEg)9!אVsa1א
„:*<41א8

YA…4T1!D3?P1!א7?\1א

rY`S!א+'8/BQ(Rא

Foreign Investment

!•‚ƒ!Y%Eg)9!אF¶!„aR!bA!f\[א6!אw•W9!א#<%R!- T3 −

- The value of shares purchased by NonJordanians in October equaled JD135.1
million, 8.0% of which was purchased
by Arabs.
- The value of shares sold by NonJordanians was JD15.3 million, 75.0%
of which were sold by Arabs.
- During this month, net Non–Jordanian
investments showed a positive balance
of JD119.8 million.
- By end of October, shares owned by
non-Jordanians represented 38.9% of
the ASE capitalization, 29.0% of which
are owned by Arab investors and 9.9%
by Non-Arabs.

!(٪٨,٠)! /•sA! ،)/s:g! ;*%TA! (١٣٥,١)! •8o! b:?\Q! ?•€
.¸?=!b:?<—406

!!Y%Eg)9! !אF¶! !„aR! !bA! #=/a6 !אw•W9 ! א#<%R! - T3 −
!„aR! bA! /•P%3! C! (٪٧٥,٠)! /•sA! ،)/s:g! ;*%TA! (١٥,٣)

.¸?=!b:?<—40A

?•\1א אr& !•‚ƒ! Y%Eg)9 !אF¶! )/<—4W! !אB/>!ŸT3 −
.!)/s:g!;*%TA!(١١٩,٨)

!(٪٣٨,٩)! !Y%Eg)9!אF¶!„aR!bA!#.*T<6!אw•W9!א-T‘€! −
!،!•8o!b:?\Q!!#:/•E! ! B! ! !#>)*aT1! ! !#%R*01! ! !א#<%@1!אbA
.¸?P1!אF 1!(٪٩,٩)8!،¸?=!b:?<—406!(٪٢٩,٠) !/•¬sA

!v$w$x!אTV0!)*+%9&!א74%d!Eu!]א.%#VK!١٣,١

13.1 Million Hits to the ASE’s Website

!!•8o!b:?\Q!?¬•€!•‚ƒ!#¬>)*a1!אU¬R*¬6!b¬:?(אX1!אg5=!Ÿ¬T3

The number of hits to the ASE website
reached 13.1 million during October. The
number of hits for the ASE’s website from
the beginning of the year reached 116.5
million.

!Amman Stock Exchange!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!
Arjan - Near Ministry of Interiors
!
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Tel. 5664081 – 5664109

Fax 5664071

P.O. Box 212466 Amman 11121 – Jordan

E-Mail : info@ase.com.jo !:!DE8[‘1‹!א5:{1א
Web Site ::!www.ase.com.jo:!-E[E‹!א#‘a€!ST=!UR*6א
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